The Perfections – Equanimity  
Reflections and Practices

These reflections and practices can be enriched by discussing them with friends, fellow practitioners, and others.
Suggested reading: Gil's article “Equanimity” found on the article page of IMC’s website.

Reflections:

1. Can you remember a time in your life when you felt present, poised and balanced while in the midst of some exciting or difficult activity? Or can you remember a time in your life when you felt very present for what was happening and yet able to also see the bigger picture of what was occurring? How did it feel to not be caught up and lost in the activity, yet to still experience it? How did it feel in your body?

2. Some practitioners may be put off by their ideas of equanimity, fearing that it asks us to have a cool aloofness and indifference to our experience and the world around us. What are your ideas about equanimity? How do you distinguish it from indifference or dry neutrality?

3. What are some of the factors that help you to be equanimous? How does meditation help? What understandings help? How can you bring make these supportive factors be a more regular part of your life?

Practices

1. During your daily meditation practice, see if you can notice any feelings of poise, balance and evenness. If you don’t experience a sense of balance, then explore what prevents you from being present and feeling equanimous with what has arisen.

2. At the end of your day reflect if there were times when you felt indifferent or disconnected from your experience. How does that feeling compare to the feeling of equanimity that you had been exploring earlier in the week? What prevents you from feeling connected, yet equanimous to your experience?

3. During your meditation practice notice when you feel calm and settled, then notice how balanced and poised you feel when you’re calm. Also notice the relationship between feeling agitated and your ability to hold experiences with equanimity.
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